
STARTING LEVEL: 
Natural Level 5

HIGHLIGHT FORMULA 1:
• 15 g Flash Lift Bonder Inside
• 1 oz. (30g) 20 Volume Pro-oxide Cream Developer 

HIGHLIGHT FORMULA 2:
• 2 oz. (60g) Color Gels Lacquers 6VRo Mauve Rose 
• 2 oz. (60g) 10 Volume Pro-oxide Cream Developer

GLAZE FORMULA:
• 2 oz. (60g) Shades EQ Gloss 08VRo Rose Quartz
• 2 oz. (60g) Shades EQ Gloss Processing Solution 

MAUVE MAVEN
FORMULA
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STEP 1: SECTIONING 
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STEP 2: APPLICATION
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3 Divide the back equally with 
a vertical parting from the 
horseshoe parting to the 
center of the nape. Secure 
both sides.

Create a horseshoe shaped 
section that starts at the 
corner of the eye and 
extends to the crown, 
ending at the opposite 
corner of the eye. 

1 Starting in the back  
corner of the nape, take 
"a ¼” (0.5cm) diagonal 
back section with a regular 
stitch, and place on a foil. 
Apply Highlight Formula 1  
and saturate. Fold and 
secure the foil. Continue 
to drop down sections and 
alternate with Highlight 
Formula 2. Complete back 
section, then repeat on 
opposite side.

Starting above  
the corner of the  
left eye, take a ¼” 
(0.5cm) diagonal  
back section and  
place on a foil. Apply  
Highlight Formula 1  
and saturate. Fold  
and secure the foil.  
Work through the 
horseshoe section 
towards the crown, 
alternating with  
Highlight Formula 2,  
and complete the  
top section.

Process for 20 minutes at room 
temperature. Shampoo with  
Redken Extreme and apply  
Redken Chemistry for 5 min.  
Dry hair.
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2 Separate the front from the 
back with a vertical parting 
from the horseshoe parting 
to the top of the ear. Repeat 
on the opposite side. 

2 Starting in the front of  
theear, take a ¼” (0.5cm) 
diagonal back section  
with a regular stitch and 
place on a foil. Apply 
Highlight Formula 1 and 
saturate. Fold and secure 
the foil. Continue to drop  
down sections and alternate 
with Highlight Formula 2. 
Complete side section, then  
repeat on opposite side.

HOT TIP: Try altering the 
ratio of both formulas 
creating a lighter result 
closer to the face for  
more brightness.

Using a global application, apply  
Glaze Formula. Process for 20  
minutes at room temperature, then 
rinse, shampoo and condition with  
Redken Extreme. 
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